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When I was a student, libraries were mainly  

quiet, stuffy places for reading and study—not 

exactly hubs of activity. 

Times change, and so have libraries across the 

country. Most now tolerate noise, downplay old 

rules, and welcome toddlers. Depending on 

where they’re located, public libraries 

today can function as centers of technol-

ogy, tutoring, neighborhood meetings, 

small-business incubation, family  

activities, lectures, resume workshops, 

social interaction, and countless other 

purposes. Digital books, journals, films 

and recordings have replaced many 

hard-copy publications. In effect,  

libraries have reinvented themselves. 

Community banks and libraries have  

a few things in common. Both are  

founded to meet real needs in their community. 

Both not only deliver valuable services but also 

measure their success at least partly by the 

quality of services they render and the long-term 

results they achieve. Both do what it takes to 

adapt and stay relevant in changing times.   

Something else community bankers and librari-

ans have in common is an inner drive for learn-

ing, growing in their professions—and sharing 

ideas with others in their field.  

An appetite for fresh perspectives, product  

innovations, and new applications of traditional 

principles is always evident at banking schools, 

conferences, and conventions. The community 

bankers I meet are eager to learn, connect, and 

generously share their knowledge with others.  

Because everyone has something to learn and something to teach 
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You might be aware that for the past few years, 

Bankers’ Bank of the West has helped commu-

nity bankers organize peer-to-peer meetings to 

discuss common challenges, talk about solutions, 

review best practices, and build relationships 

with other professionals. In participating, the 

group members invest in their own progress and 

in their counterparts’ success. 

Recently, I was amazed to learn that  

19 attendees who provided feedback on 

BBW’s Payments Conference in May 

listed the peer roundtable and panel 

discussions among the most valuable 

and enjoyable features of the program. 

(Read more comments on page 5.)  

Knowing this gives me all the more  

reason to encourage community bank-

ers to stay involved in trade associa-

tions, join or form a peer group, and mentor as 

well as learn from junior members of your team.  

Whatever your job function or generation, you 

have something to teach and something to learn. 

Coming in early October is an additional profes-

sional development opportunity: BBW’s 2018 

Cybersecurity Conference. With knowledgeable 

speakers selected by our own IT staff and a  

format that includes sessions along two tracks—

one for technical specialists and one for manage-

ment—this conference will bring your people 

current on the cybersecurity landscape, tactical 

defenses, approaches to risk management, regu-

latory perspectives, cloud security, and more. 

Rounding out the agenda will be peer-to-peer 

discussions and a regulatory and law enforce-

ment roundtable. Register now, and engage! 

Bill Mitchell 
President & CEO 
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TAKING NOTE 

BOARD ACCOLADES AND CHANGES 

Three directors were honored in April—and  

given well-deserved thanks—at the Bankers’ 

Bank of the West Bancorp shareholder meeting 

upon completion of their service on the holding 

company board. All are accomplished profes-

sionals who earned the respect and deep  

appreciation of the entire BBW team for their 

guidance, dedication, and exemplary impact on 

the organization. They are: 

Richard J. Fulkerson (chair); served 2010-2018  

Mike Daly; served 2012-2018 

Pete Wilson; served 2012-2018 

Four incoming directors were elected during the 

same meeting as well. Their names are followed 

by red asterisks in the list of directors in the 

right column of this page. In addition, board 

member David A. Ochsner was elected chair-

man of the board. Welcome, all! 

ONE OPTION THE INVESTMENT MIX  

Are you aware Bankers’ Bank of the West offers 

FDIC-insured certificates of deposit for commu-

nity bank respondent customers? They are avail-

able for various terms ranging from 6 to 60 

months; interest is paid quarterly by ACH to 

any account designated by the customer institu-

tion designates. Minimum to open is $50,000. 

Information on the product is posted to BIDS.  

To find current rates, visit bbwest.com. From 

the horizontal bar, click Services. From the fly-

out menu, choose Operations for current rates 

on the Certificates of Deposit page. 

OH, THE PLACES YOU’LL GO! 

Below, motorcycle enthusiasts Lee Anderbery 

(Bankers’ Bank of the West) and First Bank of 

Nebraska’s Steve Sallenbach (right) take a 

breather at Arches National Park, Utah, after 

the Bankers and Bikes ride to Telluride, Colo. in 

2016. Read about the 2018 group trip on p 3.   
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Take time (post-implementation) to pause, assess, and make adjustments  
Jill Emerson, Owner ▪ Integrity One Consulting,  LLC 

Provider of BBW’s Compliance Help Desk services 

With the May 11 effective date for the beneficial 

ownership rule behind us, FinCEN remains a 

primary source of ongoing guidance. In a 24-

page guidance released in April, it provided  

additional clarification in question-and-answer 

format. FinCEN subsequently issued a May  

ruling to provide limited relief for certificates  

of deposit and loans that roll over or renew  

automatically. 

Before rushing ahead, though, take time to  

review and make sure no gaps exist in what you 

should have already completed before May 11. 

Customer due diligence of beneficial owners of 

your legal entity customers should be merged 

into your existing written Bank Secrecy Act/  

Anti Money Laundering compliance program. 

That includes board approval of your updated 

BSA policy. There’s more to it, of course. 

Have you updated other documents and 

forms?  

This condensed checklist may jog your 

memory, helping you cover all your bases: 

 Have you reviewed and updated your 

BSA assessment to account for the 

beneficial ownership rule require-

ments? Some banks, prior to the rule, 

made the decision to identify people under 

the 25%—for instance, those who own at 

least 10% of a legal entity customer. If your 

bank decided to identify at a lower owner-

ship percentage, do your risk assessment 

and your policy both reflect this? 

 Did you evaluate and update your Customer 

Identification Program by adding a section 

on beneficial ownership? Do your proce-

dures account for situations in which you 

are unable to verify one or more beneficial 

owners? 

 Have you reviewed and updated certain  

procedures? They might include: 

✓ New account/onboarding procedures 

✓ Suspicious Activity Reporting procedures 

✓ Customer due diligence and enhanced 

due diligence monitoring procedures 

 Have you reviewed and updated the bank’s 

training materials for your employees,  

directors, and customers? Customers are 

sure to ask questions. Are you prepared to 

answer them? 

  Do you use other forms that should be  

reviewed and updated? These might  

include new account worksheets and  

signature cards. Are you using the model 

form furnished by FinCEN for certifica-

tion, or have you  modified it? 

At this juncture, spending time to review 

all the hard work you’ve done in prepara-

tion for the new rule is practical and  

necessary. Fit it into your busy schedule now to 

steer clear of speed bumps down the road.  

To learn more about BBW’s Compliance Help 

Desk services, contact your BBW correspondent 

officer or email info@bbwest.com. 

COMMENTARY ON COMPLIANCE 

 

 Financial Crimes Enforcement Network. Guidance issued April 3, 2018. FIN-2018-G001. https://

www.fincen.gov/  
 Financial Crimes Enforcement Network. Ruling issued May 16, 2018. FIN-2018-R002. https://www.fincen.gov/

 

Jill Emerson 

Penchant for motorcycle trekking, barbecue entices Bankers and Bikes to Fayetteville in September 

The 2018 Bikes, Blues & BBQ rally in Fayetteville, Ark.,  

has been named the destination of the annual Bankers 

and Bikes (BOB) outing. The “glue” that holds the inclusive, 

informal group of motorcycle enthusiasts together is a 

shared passion for scenic road trips and camaraderie—so 

friends and family as well as bankers are equally welcome. 

BOB is headed for the Sept. 26-29 Bikes, Blues & BBQ rally, 

a family-friendly charity event benefitting women, children, 

and underserved residents of northwest Arkansas. 

The event’s standout attractions include the Arkansas 

State BBQ Championship at the State Fair grounds and live 

entertainment by a slate of blues bands. In addition, a vari-

ety of scenic roads and sites in the area promise a blazing 

backdrop of autumn color. A room block for BOB has been  

arranged at the historic Crescent Hotel & Spa in quaint  

Eureka Springs, Ark., about an hour from Fayetteville. 

First-time and veteran participants are invited. Contact Lee 

if interested: landerbery@bbwest.com (402-560-1691). 
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BANKERS’ BANK OF THE WEST 

Glimpses of May 15-17 Payments Conference in pictures and words 
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a snapshot.  8. Body 

language expert 

Traci Brown leans in 

for emphasis during 

her keynote talk.  

1. Seth Perlman (First Data) discusses the digital revolution, 

its far-reaching impacts, and relevant emerging technologies.  

2. Jill Emerson (Integrity One Consulting) explains new benefi-

cial ownership requirements and their application at the bank 

level. 3. During a half-day training session prior to the conference  

program, Kate Holloway (BBW) brings bankers current on updates to 

equipment and products for community bank merchant customers.   

4. At the end of the first day of presentations, a foursome of friends, 

including three BBW Bank Card staffers, chills out at the eighties  

theme party.  5. Random-drawing gift giveaways at regular intervals  

stoke excitement.  6. Glammed-up attendees with 80s attitude and 

smooth moves take to the dance floor.  7. A contingent of BBW’s  

Bank Card team and two amiable hotel banquet employees pause for 

BBW’s 2018 Payments Conference program included 

educational sessions on bank cards, digital innova-

tions, bank operations, payment trends, regulatory 

compliance, fraud management, and more. In their 

post-conference feedback, a large majority of attendees 

said they appreciated the expanded range of subject 

matter, which addressed several categories of pay-

ments from varied perspectives. Read a sampling of 

comments on the facing page ... photo collage below. 
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1. Dallas Kiburz holds a framed certifi-

cate designating him an admiral in the 

fictitious “Great Navy of the State of  

Nebraska.” The imaginative declaration 

signed by Gov. Pete Ricketts on behalf of 

the landlocked state was presented to  

Dallas by Bill Mitchell at a June 14 BBW 

staff luncheon celebrating Dallas’ career 

and retirement from full-time employ-

ment with the bank.  

2. Paul Harrison, hired by BBW in 2009 

as a vice president–credit analyst and 

later promoted to senior vice president–

credit administration, assumed the role 

of chief credit officer for the bank on 

July 2.   

3. Paul and Dallas admire the view from 

the clubhouse June 21 during a golf  

outing for bankers at the Dismal River 

Golf Club in Mullen, Neb.  

“Networking opportunities (very good): Got ideas 

from other banks on P to P payments.” 

“The keynote speaker on Wednesday morning  

was exceptional.” 

“My favorite topics were the more educational 

pieces, i.e. Reg CC and beneficial owners.” 

“I brought back a ton of training to my bank and 

it really opened my eyes about the many facets of 

banking.” 

“It was great to hear about a variety of users with 

merchant services for 300+ merchants down to 

15-20 merchants in a program.”  

“We made some nice connections that I will  

hopefully be able to utilize to assist in some  

projects that I have on the table.” 

“Great to hear what other financial institutions 

are doing and what their struggles are.” 

1 

2 

3 

The 77 community bankers who attended BBW’s 

payments-centered conference in Black Hawk 

came from nine states. They work for banks  

in rural and urban communities in an assort-

ment of roles—compliance, operations, security/

systems administration, cashier, and president, 

to name a few. 

Afterward, the conference planning team asked 

for (and received) many helpful comments from 

bankers. This cross-section of observations 

should paint a picture of their experience. 

“It was a great idea to combine the card and ops 

together. Less time out of the bank.” 

“I really like the roundtable discussion; it’s nice 

to see what is working or not working for other 

banks.” 

“I always enjoy hearing from FirstBank to learn 

what other banks are doing to be successful.” 

Longtime banker Dallas Kiburz, whose impressive career included 18 years in management roles 

with Bankers’ Bank of the West, retired from full-time employment with the bank at the end of the 

second quarter. But in a June 29 message to employees, CEO Bill Mitchell explained that Dallas will 

remain involved with the organization in other ways, most notably in the capacity of adviser to the 

loan committee as well as the board of directors. In addition, Dallas will occasionally make calls on 

customers. 

Succeeding Dallas as the bank’s chief credit officer is Paul Harrison, whose nine-year tenure with 

BBW and 35 years of lending experience made for a fluid transition of duties. Effective July 2, Paul 

is heading all facets of lending for the bank, including serving as chair of the loan committee. The 

BBW team fondly extends best wishes to Dallas—and congratulations to Paul! 

With detailed blueprint for transition in effect, connections stay intact 

Community bank participants share their feedback on recent event 
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Banking is changing rapidly in the 21st century. 

To help its customers adapt, Bankers’ Bank of 

the West periodically augments its core services 

with practical and innovative solutions. 

One such solution—the joint marketing 

agreement entered into by BBW and 

the consulting firm Bank Strategies 

LLC in 2014—gave community banks  

access to a team of well-qualified bank-

ing professionals on a project basis. 

As principal of that firm since 2009, Jim 

Swanson served financial institutions in 

rural and metropolitan markets—a role 

that further developed his expertise and solidi-

fied Bank Strategies’ reputation as a proficient 

and versatile source of expertise.  

Given the demand for professional services on a 

project basis, earlier this year BBW proposed a 

tighter relationship with Jim’s firm. By mutual 

agreement, Bank Strategies is now a subsidiary 

of Bankers’ Bank of the West.  

“Our business mission meshes with what BBW 

has embraced since the beginning, and we take 

the same consultative approach to clients,” Jim 

said. “In leveraging our strengths and resources 

as one entity, we bring experience to the table, 

deliver strong support, and keep costs 

reasonable for community banks.” 

His firm specializes in cost control and 

revenue enhancement, risk manage-

ment, and organizational governance. 

Under the risk management category 

are credit risk management, loan  

reviews, and outsourced chief credit 

officer functions, to name a few.  

Additional capabilities include helping 

banks navigate the regulatory environment and 

address regulatory issues or concerns.  

Jim said he enjoys working under the auspices 

of BBW in an independent and unique capacity.  

“I can apply a mix of skills in a variety of ways. 

There’s room for innovation,” he said. “Keeping  

a finger on the pulse of many institutions means 

I’m always learning—and that appeals to me.”  

Contact Jim at  jim@bankstrategiesllc.com. 

New structure streamlines access to deep experience, high-caliber skillset 

BANK STRATEGIES UNDER NEW UMBRELLA 

While growing up, I went to Girl Scout camp for 

several summers. I loved the diversity of outdoor 

activities offered—except for one.  

I hated archery. It was really hard for me to pull 

the bow string far enough back to release the  

arrow into the air, let alone hit the target that 

seemed a million miles away. So I switched my 

focus from hitting the target to simply getting 

the arrow airborne. 

Many bankers today are focused on their arrows,  

evidently mistaking them for targets. Is that a 

challenge at your bank?  

Your target is your goal, of course. That target is 

likely some variation of to become a reasonably 

profitable preferred provider of banking services 

for the universe of customers you’ve defined.   

The arrows, as you know, are the things you 

need to do to reach your target.   

Take a look at your strategic planning process.  

Do you spend time discussing the challenges of 

becoming the preferred provider in your market? 

Do you brainstorm ways to break through those  

barriers and hit your target? Or, like many 

bankers, do you find yourself spending so much 

time on issues like regulatory requirements, risk 

management, compliance, and capital that you 

run out of time to concentrate on your market, 

customers and opportunities?   

This is not to say an internal focus is irrelevant.  

Just don’t let those aspects of your business  

prevent you from making significant progress on 

your ultimate objective: attracting and retaining 

profitable customers.  

If you find yourself in this predicament, go back 

and redefine your target. Steady your aim, and 

make sure the arrows you shoot are well-suited 

for reaching your goals. 

Lauren O’Connell shares decades of real-world marketing experience with community bank clients. Need help 

with a project or strategy? Reach her at  303-795-3539 or lauren@oconnellconsultinggroup.com. 

Where’s your focus, really: on the arrow or the target?  
Lauren O’Connell, President 

O’Connell Consulting Group 

Jim Swanson 
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Before turning the focus on the latest efficiency-

enhancing BIDS releases, I’ll touch on the status 

of a long-anticipated step forward in payments: 

the sending of Canadian dollar and Canadian 

U.S. dollar items as images.  

Banks in the U.S. have wanted to transmit  

Canadian electronic images in X9 format for 

years. They want to send images to an upstream 

bank as CAD/USD or as CAD/CAD—which  

requires a core system or image software to  

accept CAD payments. Most systems currently  

reject such items. BBW is working on an  

image exchange solution, which we hope to  

introduce in the coming months. 

One drawback all U.S. banks must manage is  

that no timeframe applies to Canadian item  

returns. That means Canadian items can come 

back at any point—weeks or even months later. 

This is nothing new, though: Foreign items,  

Canadian or otherwise, carry more risk than 

domestic items. The onus is on each bank to 

think through the risk in the case of a new or 

unfamiliar customer. At minimum, be sure your 

staff follows your Know Your Customer proce-

dures. 

Considering the risk inherent with foreign 

items, bankers should evaluate and set policies 

and procedures that are appropriate for their 

risk tolerance. A few possible options: 

 Issue no immediate credit for foreign items; 

handle them on collection basis instead. 

 Once you understand what’s normal for your 

customer, watch for anomalies. 

 Enter a foreign item deposit to a new  

account on collection. Keep in mind that  

Canadian collection items must be paper. 

 Provide provisional credit for foreign items. 

Image transmission of Canadian payments has 

been a long time coming, and it’s on the horizon. 

One thing you can do while waiting is to find out 

whether your core provider or image software is 

     prepared to handle Canadian imaged items.  

NEW AND CONVENIENT ON BIDS 
 

File warehousing. Effective July 11, BIDS banks 

are able to prepare ACH files in advance and 

warehouse them on BIDS for automatic release 

24 hours prior to the effective entry date. You’ll 

be able to view your warehoused files. Should 

you need to void/delete a warehoused file from a 
Scheduled File Folder, you must call BBW 48 

hours in advance of the effective entry date. 
 

Permissions maintained by administrators. The 

recently implemented BIDS feature that gives 

BIDS administrators control of checking and 

modifying their users’ permissions is in wide 

use. For any administrators who haven’t yet  
explored BIDS’ Check and Modify Permissions  

feature, our operations team will be happy to  

set up a get-acquainted session by phone upon 

request. Email us at ops@bbwest.com to  

arrange a convenient time for your “tour.” 

BUZZ ON BIDS 

A brushup on foreign payments; the debut of ACH file warehousing  
Debbie Wendt, SVP–Operations 

Bankers’ Bank of the West 

When a tragedy strikes, well-meaning people 

often feel moved to support the victims with  

financial contributions. Sadly, some entities 

passing themselves off as benevolent agencies or 

charity fund raisers are anything but legitimate.  

A bit of quick research can turn up the kind of 

information donors need to decide where their 

hard-earned dollars will do the most good. Here 

are few resources that could prove helpful to you 

and your customers. 

To search the Internal Revenue Service data-

base to verify the tax-exempt status of an entity: 

apps.irs.gov/app/eos/ 

These provide information on specific charities: 

give.org 

charitynavigator.org 

charitywatch.org 

guidestar.org 

This Federal Trade Commission website for  

consumers is a rich, visually appealing and well-

organized source of news, advice, instructional 

videos, and scam alerts: 

consumer.ftc.gov 

Decision support for people striving to maximize donations 

http://charitywatch.org/
http://charitywatch.org/
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 From your information security inbox, a few events of note 
Anne Benigsen, CISSP ▪ First VP–Information Security & Technology 

Bankers’ Bank of the West 

Getting through the avalanche of security news 

in your inbox can be a chore. What’s important? 

What’s not? Below are a few items our team has 

pulled out for extra attention.  

Reboot your routers 

Warnings came in late May of an exploit using 

malware known as VPNFilter, which spreads 

through routers. Anyone who has internet  

connectivity at home has a router, and home 

routers—which seldom get updates—are  

commonly susceptible to vulnerabilities that 

hackers can exploit. The malware perpetrators 

have been shut down, but the FBI strongly  

recommends rebooting routers and installing 

updates when available. 

Patch for Windows 

Microsoft released significant security patches  

in June that fixed more than four dozen security 

holes in Windows. 

HealthEquity data breach  

Some 23,000 individuals were compromised in 

the breach of HealthEquity, a provider of health 

savings account services. The breach occurred 

through an email compromise. 

Adobe patch 

A critical flaw in Adobe’s Flash Player has been 

patched with Adobe 30.0.0.113. 

Passwords of MyHeritage.com users exposed  

A security researcher has found a file containing 

email addresses and encrypted passwords for 

more than 92 million users of website MyHerit-

age.com, an online genealogy platform. While it’s 

possible the passwords were not compromised, 

people who use the service should consider 

changing their passwords—especially if they’ve 

seen a jump in the volume of incoming spam. 

Your location data might no longer be private 

Many carriers and internet service providers 

have long, convoluted privacy policies that could 

indicate your location data is being gathered and 

leaked. To be sure your carrier or ISP is not 

sharing your location with other third parties, 

call and find out exactly what’s being done with 

your information. 

LOAN OFFICER FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT TRAINING  
October 10 & 11 ▪ Denver downtown 

This interactive skill-building seminar led by Kyle Enger 

engages business loan officers in hands-on practice, 

application of practical techniques, and discussion of 

case studies. Enrollment info at www.bbwest.com. 

A SURVEY OF THE AG LANDSCAPE FOR AG LENDERS  
November 5 Webinar ▪ 10am Mountain | 11am Central 

Dr. David Kohl (professor emeritus, Virginia Tech) will discuss 

current and emerging global, local and economic trends that 

affect agriculture, the balance sheets of agribusinesses, and 

the bank’s loan portfolio. Visit www.bbwest.com (Newsroom). 

BANKERS’ BANK OF THE WEST 

1099 18th Street ▪  Suite 2700 

Denver, Colorado  80202 


